Gray Explains Bills That Affect Farmer

TO MAKE A STUDY OF FARMING COST

LOCAL CO-OPS TOP LIVESTOCK MARKET

Sugar and Cargo Shipping

Crop Report—Taylor Announces

Ten Counties Participate in First District Meeting

Farmer Organizations Issue Formal Protest Against Proposed Tariff Bill Offered by House Committee

American Farm Bureau and Eleven Other Farm Organizations Recall Pledges of Both Parties to Assist Agriculture Through Adequate Tariff

A rising tide of protest from the agricultural sections began to make itself felt at Washington soon after the publication of the tariff bill reported by the House Committee on Ways and Means.

Farm leaders have expressed themselves as satisfied with a few of the adjustments made in the agricultural rates, but were very much disappointed over the hill as a whole, because of the failure of the Committee to provide rates on a large number of farm commodities which were regarded as essential to protect American agriculture. Their disappointment is greater because they believed that the House would act on the recommendations of the House Committee on Agriculture, which was favorable to higher rates on farm products than those recommended by the Senate Committee.

The statement of the farm organizations pointed out some of the most important defects of the new tariff bill, such as:

1. The system of ad valorem duties.
2. The failure to provide a protection on the raw wool.
3. The failure to provide a system of safeguards for American farmers.
4. The failure to provide a system of support prices for farm products.

Farm leaders have called the attention of the American farmers to the necessity of organizing agricultural groups and allied organizations to insist on the passage of the Senate Committee's recommendations. They have asked for the establishment of a system of agricultural associations to be known as "The Farm Bureau." This organization is to be the agent of the farmer in the market place.

To discuss the American Farm Bureau, the Secretary of the American Farm Bureau, Mr. T. H.慢慢的。
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price: that the producer has to offer better stuff to the buyer
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Herbert Nafziger, Pies
O. E. Hawley, Sec'y Shelby

David Brake Fremont

W. J. Hazelwood Mt. Pleasant

H. H. Sanford Battle Creek

Neil Bass, Bean Dep't Lansing

Carl Martin, I "res Cold water

Michigan Live Stock Exchange Hudson

Michigan Fruit Growers, Inc Benton Harbor

M. B. MCPHERSON Lowell

M. L. NOON. Jackson Michigan Milk Producers' Association

M. L. NOON, Jackson...

LEE CHILSOX Editor

The average chain store system doesn't "know farmer Jones"

Subscription price $1.00 per year. To Farm Bureau members,
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American agriculture as it is to

FARMER ORGANIZATIONS
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MACHINERY TAKES ACHES
Out of Hoeing of Corn
Former Reels While Machine
Handles 20 Acres in a Day

The life of mechanical improvement
in corn planting and the use of the
reel, as practiced in the Middle West,
seems to be almost in its infancy.
Many farmers are already aware that
their former laborious task of shoveling
the soil can now be accomplished in a
fraction of the time, and many of them
are coming to the conclusion that
this one operation alone is responsible
for the greater yields obtained from
their fields for the past several years.

The reel is a machine that is designed
to perform the task of hoeing and planting
a row of corn simultaneously. It
consists of a series of steel wheels
mounted on a frame, which are
covered with a layer of metal. The
wheels are powered by a motor, and
they rotate at a high speed. As the
reel moves forward, the metal wheels
drag along the ground, breaking up
the soil and creating a furrow. At the
same time, the reel releases seeds into
the furrow, planting them at the
desired depth.

The use of reels has revolutionized
the process of corn planting, making
it much more efficient and less
labor-intensive. With the reel, farmers
no longer have to spend hours
hoeing the soil by hand, and they can
plant much larger quantities of seed
in a shorter amount of time. This
has led to increased yields, as well
as a significant reduction in the labor
required to cultivate their fields.

Other advantages of the reel
include the fact that it reduces soil
compaction, which can improve the
soil structure and increase water
absorption. It also helps to prevent
weed growth, as the metal wheels
break up the soil and make it more
difficult for weed seeds to germinate.

In summary, the reel is a valuable
tool for farmers who want to improve
the efficiency and productivity of
their corn planting operations. It
provides a significant advantage over
the traditional method of hand hoeing,
and it is becoming increasingly
popular among farmers across the
country.
CO-OP SELLCING OF LIVESTOCK TOTALS MILLIONS IN YEAR

Livestock Selling Agencies are Great Successes

TEN YEAR RECORD GOOD

Michigan Exchange Shipped Detroit Sixty-Two Cars In Past Week

Farm Bureau News: The last five years have been marked by the greatest expansion of the livestock exchange business in the history of Michigan. The total number of livestock sold through the exchange is now almost 1000,000,000.
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Michigan Farm Bureau Supply Service Lansing, Michigan

Making Up Feeds For Farm Bureau Members

Analyses Made Daily

Good Seed, Use of Fertilizer Makes Spuds Profitable

Special Feature Is Proposed to Stimulate Interest In Better Stock

At the present time, the Michigan Farm Bureau is engaged in a program of stimulating interest in better stock. The program is designed to provide a market for better stock and to encourage farmers to improve their stock.

The Michigan Farm Bureau is working closely with the Livestock Producers Association to promote better stock. The organizations have agreed to pool their resources and to work together to promote better stock.
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